DAVID BEAUMONT
OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE
“Recognised for building organisational value, creating flexible, growth-led
solutions and applying metrics-based best practices to maximise sales
performance, opportunities and brand differentiation.”

Operational growth catalyst … with a remarkable history of success repositioning
underperforming brands and driving multimillion-dollar year-on-year sales growth in
high-opportunity markets—for world renowned franchising groups including Baker’s
Delight, Retail Food Group (IGA stores and Bruce Jr. restaurants), and Banjo’s Bakery Cafes.
Pioneering executive … with the ability to have the “tough conversations” in business—others
avoid—that lead to profitable results. Known for disrupting markets and bringing game-changing
solutions to the $200+ billion-dollar franchise sector—by launching new global brands, driving
skyrocketing revenue growth strategies, and adopting new technologies and food science methods.

UNIQUE VALUE OFFERING
Executive Strengths:
Multi-site & Multi-state Franchise Operations
Revenue/Profit Growth & Differentiation Plans
New Markets, Turnarounds & Expansions
Brand Building & Reputation Enhancement
Future-Focussed Change Management
Customer Acquisition, Loyalty & Retention

Best Known For:
Leveraging Indulgence Trend to Drive the Hugely
Popular, Multimillion-dollar Doughnuts Market
Commandeering Surging Popularity in the Bread
Segment and Fortified/Functional Bakery Products
Delivering Novel Flavours and Nutrients in Bakery
Products via Nanoscience and Nanotechnology

CAREER HIGHLIGHTS & IMPACT
Disrupted Qld market with Baker’s Delight brand—launching 24 stores in 24 months—and achieving $90M in year 1 alone.
Won $10M Master Franchise Rights in Australia—for US-based Bun in the Oven’s premium doughnut product—Cinnabun.
Saved $6M in opening costs for 5 new Bruce Jr. restaurants across QLD on track for 2012 year-end roll out.
Revived underachieving network (70 sites) to achieve $25M in sales during first 6 months of hire.

LEADERSHIP PERFORMANCE SPANNING 15+ YEARS OF SUCCESS
BAKER’S DELIGHT ⚫ BRISBANE, QLD ⚫ 2014–Current
A large Australian-owned bakery franchise chain with outlets locally and also in New Zealand and Canada.

OPERATIONS EXECUTIVE
SCOPE: Direct/Indirect Reports: 5/260+ | Accountability: $200M & 110+ Stores Nationally | Report to: Directors
Headhunted to launch Baker’s Delight chain into Queensland region, build community brand awareness, and bolster
franchisee capability—for the fastest-growing franchise chain in Australia. Challenged to disrupt the Qld bakery market with
a fresh brand and build teams of brand ambassadors from the ground up—while launching 24 new stores in 24 months—and
powering high growth across 80 nationally dispersed stores. Topped Qld’s first-year sales target by $40M—to achieve $90M—
by differentiating Qld business offering through the addition of an offsite premises, baking classes and supplier contracts.
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Disrupted the QLD market with the Baker’s Delight brand, launching 1 new store per month over 2 years.
Empowered franchisees to outdo year-one revenue targets, with growth-centric leadership, proven
operational systems, and pre-launch commercial training.
•

Raised brand awareness and income—by taking Baker’s Delight to the streets of Queensland—including local events,
commercial districts, and large-scale exhibitions. Led the end-to-end delivery of Baker’s Delight Australia’s first fully
operational offsite premises (food truck), overseeing build, fit-out, staffing, procurement, and event/site coordination.
— Also amassed a 1M-strong social media following and engagement (Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram) for the
Baker’s Delight food truck through leading a highly active and engaging social media campaign.

•

Almost doubled first-year sales goal to realise $90M in revenue for FY14-15 (against $50M target), by brokering supplier
partnerships with 15 local restaurants, coffee shops, catering wholesalers, and hospitality suppliers.
— Fuelled negotiations behind preliminary 3-year contracts and exclusive product offering. Initiative was later
expanded nationwide across 110 stores and directly impacted the $600M groupwide revenue earned in FY15-16.

•

Differentiated the Baker’s Delight brand against closest competitors, as the mastermind behind Baker’s Delight’s “Bake
your Own,” bread- and pastry-making masterclasses with pastry chef, author, TV personality, artist, and culinary
instigator, Elizabeth Rose. Results were remarkable, yielding $500K in FY14-15, $1M in FY15-16 and $1.5M in FY16-17.

RETAIL FOOD GROUP (RFG) ⚫ BRISBANE, QLD ⚫ 2010–2014
A multi-brand retail and hospitality group with 25 IGA supermarkets and 50 Bruce Jr. restaurants across Australia.

GENERAL MANAGER & NATIONAL FRANCHISE MANAGER (2012–2014)
SCOPE: Direct/Indirect Reports: 5/260+ | Accountability: $26M & 200 Stores | Report to: Directors
Appointed after extensive search to drive revenue growth, brand acquisitions, franchise expansion (locally and globally) and
business diversification for the billion-dollar food services business. Oversaw franchise start-up, launch and growth Australia wide,
opening 10 new Bruce Jr. restaurants within first 11 months of hire—on track to achieve 30 extra stores by 2014 year-end.

Served as a vital resource to 2 empire-building Directors, fuelling revenue-building strategies, cost-saving
initiatives, and franchise opportunities across food-based IGA stores and Bruce Jr. restaurants.
•

Won $10M Master Franchise Rights in Australia for US baked-goods-chain Bun in the Oven’s Cinnabun, and almost halved
initial 10-yearly fees from $28M to $15M, by powering persuasive negotiations as Retail Food Group’s primary contact.
— In 12 months from launch of Cinnabun doughnut products in IGA stores across Australia, the brand ranked #1 “brand
by revenue,” bringing $10M in sales combined for FY12-13 and FY13-14.

•

Piloted the home delivery division of the business—as the first franchisee outside the Americas—for the global leader in
restaurant franchising, accelerating sales by 10% ($360K+ yearly per store). Also led the roll out across stores nationally.
— Negotiated short- and long-term contracts with Uber for delivery, coordinated team training and product
photography, and managed marketing campaigns through social media and in-store.

•

Directed build and launch of 10 Bruce Jr. stores inside ambitious budget and 11-month deadline—including the 3rd-largest
store globally of 3.8K stores in 42 countries. Drove store/site projects from concept to design and build to launch.
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NATIONAL FRANCHISE MANAGER (2010–2012)
SCOPE: Direct/Indirect Reports: 5/260+ | Accountability: $260M P&L & 100 Stores | Reported to: Directors
Tapped by Directors for self-directed, newly created role to accelerate regional sales and lead 5 new Bruce Jr. store openings
in a hypercompetitive market. Tested day one to gain employee confidence, recover the fractured workplace culture, and
stabilise operations following month-on-month decline in revenue and customer loss.

Saved $320M for the Retail Food Group in just 2 years, via a series of revenue-raising initiatives, servicecentric team training, commercial negotiations, and a shift towards operational excellence.
•

Saved $6M in opening costs for 5 new Bruce Jr. restaurants across QLD—on track for 2012 year-end roll-out. Reduced
CAPEX costs from $924K to $634K per restaurant through future-focussed supplier negotiations and business proposals.

•

Devised strategy to claw back $2M+ for Bruce Jr. franchisees ($20K YOY per store), by reducing marketing and advertising
contributions from 2% to 1%. Proved efficiency of local area marketing to franchisees against national marketing by
successfully implementing various high-value campaigns. Initiative raised top-line sales 5% ($42K) in 12 weeks for Kedron.

•

Garnered $800K in costs by achieving “Training Store” status for first Australian Bruce Jr. restaurant, eliminating the need
for 10-week, US-based training. Strategically positioned 5 certified managers in all restaurants to fuel rapid growth.

•

Retained $15M in leasing for 5 new sites over 10 years, by exclusively leading feasibility studies and lease negotiations.

BANJO'S BAKERY CAFES ⚫ Brisbane, QLD ⚫ 2005–2010
A large Australian owned bakery franchise chain with 700+ outlets across Australia, Canada, USA, and New Zealand.

CHIEF OF OPERATIONS
SCOPE: Direct/Indirect Reports: 9/60 | Accountability: $70M Sales KPI & 70 Stores | Reported to: General Manager
Recruited to recover sales and operational performance for 70 stores across QLD (company-owned and franchised), during
nationwide decline, through shoulder-to-shoulder leadership. Drove $7M P&L and $70M+ regional sales, store growth, HR,
compliance, marketing, operations, supply chain and procurement, product innovation, legalities, and stakeholder relations.

Revived failing network to realise $25M in sales (up 7.5% against 2% nationally) in the first 6 months of hire.
Introduced nanotechnology to deliver flavour-packed, nutrient-rich, and extended shelf-life bakery products.
•

Radically enhanced nutrient and therapeutic delivery across Banjo’s 100+ product range, as the first Australian bakery to
introduce nanoscience and nanotechnology to product manufacturing, packaging, and preservation. Led all aspects of
R&D, product range, and customer feedback evaluation across the 300+ stores in Australia. Rolled out globally, thereafter.

•

Stemmed critical cash-flow problems for franchisees to mitigate further business bleed by introducing lean systems,
overhauling sales, and reporting methods and integrating strategic and fiscal planning, support, and infrastructure.
Initiative enabled franchisees to turn around failing operations and reduced franchise royalty relief to 0% (from 50%).

•

Saved $77M in staff training costs per year ($1.1M/70 stores), by partnering with Clubs Training Australia and the
Department of Employment, Small Business and Training to deliver fully-funded industry-specific pre-work and skills
building training (food safety supervisor course, barista training, WHS, customer service) over 5 days for all new hires.
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Resume Strategy:
David had an extensive history of launching and turning around Australia’s fastest growing franchise chains/brands. Wherever
he went, David propelled sales, expanded operations, streamlined processes, and saved money. He wasn’t fazed by the most
difficult of challenges including market fluctuations, failing brands, longstanding decline or market disruption and in fact
seemed to thrive during these times. Like David, his new CV packed a punch, and got straight to the point using strong metrics.
To create a highly skimmable format, I introduced bolding to the first parts of each achievement bullet (including strong
metrics-based results), providing the reader with a good sense of David’s strength in each role and unique value offering,
without making it necessary to engage in heavy reading.
I considered industry, target roles, colour combinations and design elements very carefully and maximised space throughout
to make reading and skimming easy for readers.
David landed an executive position quickly with another fast-growing franchise where he’s already leaving his mark.
Please Note: This resume was written for the Australian market; therefore, spelling, dates, and acronyms, are in line with
relevant standards. The format was kept at A4 sizing (in compliance with 2020 TORI requirements), and content has been
fictionalised to protect client privacy.
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